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Abstract: We present a design that accommodates ‘virtual mobility’ in a wireless
sensor network testbed. Virtually-mobile nodes can be physical, simulated or em-
ulated, and virtual mobility for all three types is treated uniformly by embedding
the nodes in a virtual space. In operation, the traffic of virtually-mobile nodes is in-
tercepted and redirected to a mobility model from where it is selectively forwarded
to other nodes that are virtually in range. We present a distributed implementation
architecture that potentially allows the simulation/emulation of large-scale wireless
sensor networks with large numbers of virtually-mobile nodes.
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1 Introduction

Research on wireless sensor networks (WSNs) has grown rapidly in recent years, and large-
scale experimental deployments of WSNs are now becoming widespread [DHK+09]. This rapid
growth has led to a strong emerging requirement for flexible experimentation facilities to support
the design and evaluation of new protocols and mechanisms for WSNs. To this end, a number
of testbeds for WSNs have been built, among them WISEBED (www.wisebed-eu) [CKM+09]
which forms the background of this paper. WISEBED is an extremely flexible federated testbed
that supports experimentation at all levels from applications down to low-level communications.
It addresses the need for flexibility through the concept of virtual testbeds, in which physical,
simulated, and emulated testbed elements can be freely mixed.

In WISEBED virtual mobility has been identified as an area that needs further development.
In response, we present a design for virtual mobility that can be implemented in WISEBED and
potentially in other testbed environments. The remainder of the paper is structured as follows.
Section 2 surveys related work and in Section 3 we discuss the concept of virtual mobility in
detail and consider general issues in the design space of virtual mobility infrastructure. In Sec-
tion 4 we describe our design of a virtual mobility infrastructure. Finally, in Section 5 we offer
our conclusions and discuss future work.
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2 Related Work

Various attempts have been made to integrate virtual mobility into testbeds, although to our
knowledge these have all been targeted at wireless networks in general rather than WSNs in
particular. In addition, current efforts typically do not support a scalable federated testbed en-
vironment nor the co-existence of virtual and physical mobility. The approach in [ESHF04]
integrates virtual mobility with real network stacks and operating systems by virtualizing host
connectivity via the MobiEmu 802.11b network emulator [ZL02]. One drawback of MobiEmu
is that it does not model errors: i.e. communication is either possible without errors or not
at all. JiST/MobNet [KBHS07] provides a Java framework for the simulation, emulation and
real-world testing of wireless ad hoc networks as an wireless extension of the Java in Simula-
tion Time (JiST) simulator. As communication software is not usually written in Java, it cannot
be tested directly. The Emulab [WLS+02] testbed, which was originally developed for wired
networks, has been extended to wireless networks [WLG02] by means of an IEEE 802.11a/b/g
testbed. However, besides its lack of mobility support, Emulab suffers from limited repeatability
due to interference from other networks in a shared office building. The ns-3 network simula-
tor [LWD+09] allows the integration of virtualized nodes running native applications and pro-
tocol stacks under the Linux operating system. Virtualized nodes in ns-3 are connected through
a TUN/TAP kernel device and a proxy node to the simulation. However, there is no support to
modify (wireless) device parameters of the simulation directly and dynamically by the virtual-
ized nodes. In order to cope with the problem of simulator overload during network emulation,
a central synchronizer has been proposed in [WSHW08] to control the time flow of virtual
hosts using an adapted scheduler for XEN, keeping them synchronized using the OMNeT++
network simulator [Var01]. Another approach is emulation based on hardware channel simula-
tors [JS03, BJSS09, WVBC09, SBBD03]. The main advantage of such approaches is repeatabil-
ity of experiments in combination with realistic media access control (MAC) and physical layers.
The main drawbacks are the high costs and the limited number of supported nodes.

In our own related work, VirtualMesh [SGB11] provides instruments to test real communi-
cation software in a controlled environment. VirtualMesh intercepts and redirects real traffic
generated by real nodes to an OMNeT++ simulation model, which then calculates packet trans-
mission according to the virtual network topology, propagation model, background interference
and current node positions. Only the MAC and physical layers are simulated; the other layers
remain unchanged and work as in a real testbed of embedded Linux nodes. VirtualMesh has
proven to be scalable, to have minimal influence on throughput and to introduce only negligi-
ble delays (less than 0.4 ms per hop). However, this work does not support specifically WSN
environments, federated testbeds, or the co-existence of virtual and physical mobility.

3 Virtual Testbeds and Virtual Mobility

3.1 Virtual Testbeds

WISEBED’s ‘virtual testbed’ (henceforth VTB) concept offers the abstraction of a dedicated,
private WSN testbed in which some of the ‘primary testbed elements’ (see below) are physically
real, some are simulated and others are emulated [CKM+09]. The user designs a VTB in such
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a way that its mix of physical, simulated, and emulated elements is appropriate to their goals.
They then instantiate their VTB in the federated WISEBED environment, deploy their software
onto it, and observe the behaviour and outputs of their experiment as if it were running on a local
physical testbed. The full list of ‘primary testbed elements’ that can be virtualised in a VTB
is as follows: sensors (e.g., temperature devices); sensor input (i.e., what the sensors observe,
such as the current temperature); nodes (the microcontroller + memory + radio device to which
sensor devices are attached); power to nodes; connectivity (which is a function of node location
and radio characteristics); and, finally, mobility of nodes. To date, WISEBED has explored
virtualisation of all of these elements with the exception of virtual mobility.

So-called virtual links are an important element in the underpinning of the VTB concept,
which we also use in our virtual mobility design. Virtual links are used to define potential con-
nectivity between pairs of nodes that are virtually close but physically distant (e.g. located at
different sites in the WISEBED federation). Specifying a virtual link represents the possibility
of 1-hop unidirectional communication between two nodes in the VTB. The specification of a
virtual link includes its radio characteristics such as the packet error rate [BCD+10]. Within
individual nodes (be they physical, simulated or emulated), WISEBED’s driver stacking frame-
work [BCF+10] is used to engineer the end points of virtual links. This framework is used to
deploy ‘pseudo’ radio drivers that appear to software on the node as ‘real’ radio drivers; however
these pseudo-drivers transparently divert (selected) outgoing packets to the virtual link machin-
ery, and insert incoming packets arriving from the virtual link machinery.

3.2 Virtual Mobility

In the context of a VTB we define virtual mobility as follows: a VTB features virtual mobility if,
during the course of a user’s experiment on the VTB, the positions of nodes (be they physical,
simulated, or emulated), as initially specified in the VTB description, change. To support virtual
mobility in VTBs, we propose the following basic concept: Where we have a VTB featuring
virtual mobility, all communication between virtually mobile nodes and other nodes (whether
virtually mobile or fixed) is channelled through a virtual mobility interpreter (VMI) that main-
tains a list of the current (virtual) locations of all the nodes involved. All packets sent from nodes
are channeled to the VMI using components from the virtual link machinery mentioned above.
When the VMI receives a packet it pushes it through a radio channel model, and thereby discov-
ers a virtual area within which the packet can be heard. The VMI then pushes the radio packet to
all nodes within this virtual area. Again, this pushing is done through the virtual link machinery.
Drilling down into this basic design it is clear that there are many issues arising:

1. How do we specify virtual mobility? One option is to use WISEBED’s XML-based
WiseML language, which has most of the required descriptive capability. But there are
other options such as the ‘BonnMotion format’ [AEGS10] (http://www.cs.uni-bonn.de/IV/
BonnMotion) which specifies a plain text file in which every line describes the motion of
one host1. Another option would be to employ vector-based descriptions of mobility –
these would not need to rely on interpolation between successive discrete instances of

1 In this format, a line consists of one or more (t,x,y) triplets of real numbers, such as t1 x1 y1 t2 x2 y2 t3
x3 y3 t4 x4 y4 ...; the meaning being that the given node will get to location (xk,yk) at time tk.
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time. And a more left-field option would be to adopt a virtual time concept as proposed
by [WSHW08]. A related design dimension is whether a mobility specification is fixed or
changeable:

(a) The mobility of a node may be predefined prior to an experiment, e.g., as part of the
experiment initialization using, e.g., the BonnMotion format.

(b) Or, mobility may be dynamically calculated during the simulation by the supervising
VMI or the node itself.

2. How does the system control virtual mobility? The obvious approach is to let a control-
ling entity such as the VMI specify the nodes’ mobility. We call this a controlled mobility
specification, since a controlling entity rather than the individual node itself determines
its mobility specification. Another possibility is autonomous mobility whereby individ-
ual nodes determine their own virtual mobility – e.g. according to private scripts owned
by each node. In this case, the individual nodes would need to continually update the
VMI with their current position. The option of autonomous mobility would also facilitate
the modelling of adaptive mobility – or at least it would delegate to individual nodes the
problem of how to adapt mobility.

3. How could the VMI concept be realised? One possible approach would be to use a spe-
cialised hardware-based engine to model high resolution, high throughput radio channels.
However, this approach is likely to be expensive and to not scale very well. Another ap-
proach, which we currently favour, is to use a simulator engine such as OMNeT++ as
the basis of the VMI. As mentioned in Section 2, experience has indicated that real-time
throughput can be achieved with this simulator at a reasonable scale [SGB11]. Further-
more, it is obvious that scaling could be further enhanced through distribution—especially
given that WISEBED is already a federated architecture. For example, we could have one
OMNeT++-based VMI instance at each physical testbed site (they could be time synchro-
nised using NTP or PTP) or assign VMIs to sub-areas of the virtual space. This raises
further questions of how to optimally place VMIs within the physical infrastructure under-
lying the VTB to maximise scalability. It would clearly be important in a distributed VMI
implementation to minimise communication latency between VMI instances.

4. Can virtual mobility co-exist with physical mobility? Ideally, any physically mobile nodes
in a VTB environment should work consistently with virtual mobility elsewhere in the
VTB – so that, for example, if two physical nodes are within range of each other, and one
moves physically and the other virtually, but in the same direction and at the same speed,
the (virtual) distance and therefore (virtual) connectivity between the two stays the same.
A related issue is: when we have virtual mobility in a VTB do we force all communication
through the VMI - or can we leave some nodes in the VTB to communicate using their
native mechanisms (such as physical radios, virtual links) outside of the VMI context
– e.g. if some nodes are out of communication range of anything that might move. But
given that nodes are moving how does the system knows which areas of the VTB are ‘safe’
from virtual mobility? This can be deduced in fixed and deterministic mobility scenarios,
but presumably not when nodes can autonomously virtually move.
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4 Implementation Approach for the Virtual Mobility Concept

Having considered the issues above we now present the design of an infrastructure to support
virtual mobility in a WISEBED VTB environment. The main elements in our design are as
follows (see Figure 1):

• A set of nodes (physical, emulated or simulated) that comprise the VTB.

• A virtual space, divided into sub-spaces, in which nodes live and in which virtual mobility
takes place.

• A distributed set of VMIs, each of which is associated with a sub-space of virtual space.

• A distributed set of portal server agents (PSAs). A PSA runs on the portal server of
each physical testbed site.2 Simulator servers that host simulated nodes will also have an
associated PSA.

• An initiator that is responsible for initialising the system.

We proceed by first considering a ‘basic case’ design and then, in the following section, con-
sidering complicating factors and extensions.

4.1 Basic Case

4.1.1 Preamble

Each virtually-mobile node has a dynamically-varying coordinate attribute (x,y,z), which places
it somewhere in virtual space. The virtual space is divided up between VMIs in such a way that
the sub-spaces associated with each VMI slightly overlap such that each VMI can see nodes just
over the ‘border’. We refer to these overlapping areas as interference areas; and to the other
areas, where no overlaps exist, as core areas. The extent of the interference areas is determined
such that packet transmissions from nodes within an interference area might affect nodes in the
neighbour sub-spaces, while transmissions originating from a core area will definitely not affect
any neighbour sub-space.

The motivation for this interference/core distinction is to handle cases where packets travel
over borders, and the VMIs on each side of the border need to be aware of all in-range nodes so
that they can factor them into their modelling of radio interference.

At any given time, we will say that nodes within a VMI’s core area are supervised by that
VMI. Where a node is in an interference area, we say that the node is supervised by one and
only one of the VMIs participating in the interference area, and is additionally co-supervised by
the others. We will also say that each node is managed by some specific PSA at the physical
implementation level. The ‘supervised by’ and ‘co-supervised’ mappings might change as the
node virtually moves; but the ‘managed by’ mapping will be invariant as it is part of the physical
infrastructure (barring physical mobility).

2 In the WISEBED federated architecture a portal server is a gateway interconnecting a testbed site to the Internet.
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Figure 1: General architecture showing the main components with two PSAs and two VMIs

4.1.2 Data Structures

The design incorporates the following data structures.

• Each VMI has a supervised node table (VMI-SN) that maps the nodes it is supervising to
the node’s current coordinate attribute value and to its managing PSA.

• Each VMI has a VMI topology table (VMI-T) that maps each VMI to coordinates in the
virtual space. This table is the same for each VMI. Each PSA also has a copy of this table.

• Each PSA has a managed node table (PSA-MN) that maps its managed nodes to a VMI.

The VMIs are interconnected using an overlay network which is structured according to the
relative positions of the VMIs’ sub-spaces. For the construction of the overlay network we em-
ploy Voronoi diagrams, which map each point in virtual space to the closest Voronoi site (i.e.
the point’s associated VMI). The Delaunay triangulation corresponding to the Voronoi diagram
defines the VMI overlay network (see Figure 2). This ensures low latency connectivity between
neighbouring VMIs because neighbouring VMIs are directly interconnected in the overlay topol-
ogy (this is advantageous since neighbouring VMIs communicate frequently with each other).

4.1.3 Initialization

Initialization of a virtual-mobility enabled VTB is performed by the initiator, which sets up the
experiment by defining the virtual sub-spaces and their associated VMIs. The overlay network
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Figure 2: VMI overlay network based on Delaunay triangulation and a Voronoi diagram

discussed above is used to disseminate information about the virtual positions of the VMIs so
that they can initialize their VMI-T tables3. The PSAs initialize their copies of the VMI-T table
by contacting one or more VMIs.

At the beginning of an experiment the nodes and their managing PSAs have to be defined.
Moreover, mobility information must be provided, which is stored in the VMI-SN tables (in
addition, a backup copy is kept at the managing PSA in order to be able to recover from VMI
failures). In case of pre-defined mobility (see Section 3) this mobility information includes full
trajectories of the nodes from which VMIs can initialize their VMI-SN tables. In the case of
dynamically-calculated mobility, it contains mobility-model dependent parameters based (e.g.
these parameters would relate to the OMNeT++ framework assuming our mobility model builds
on the VirtualMesh approach discussed in Section 2).

4.1.4 Virtual Mobility Management

To keep the PSA-MN and VMI-SN tables up to date, dynamic information such as the nodes’
supervising VMIs is disseminated by flooding or by direct communication between a VMI and
the PSAs that manage its supervised nodes.

To support virtual mobility across sub-spaces, a handover mechanism between VMIs has to
be implemented. Handovers are triggered by the previously-supervising VMI as soon as a node
is deemed sufficiently close to a neighbouring sub-space. In the pre-defined mobility case a VMI
should have enough knowledge (current position, speed, direction, and future mobility pattern)
to determine the best time for triggering a handover. To minimize the number of handovers, it is
not necessary to trigger a handover as soon as a node is is seen to be approaching a neighbour
VMI. It is also foreseen that VMIs can keep track of nodes that have recently left the interference
area and are in a core area of a neighbouring VMI. In case of a handover, the VMI-SN tables of
the VMIs involved in the handover will change. Moreover, the new supervising VMI will inform

3 This information can also regularly disseminated throughout the overlay network as in link-state routing protocols.
Note, however, that topology information only needs to be updated if the virtual position of VMIs can change, as
discussed in Section 4.2.3.
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the corresponding PSA about that change. The mobility information of a node is also forwarded
to the new VMI accordingly.

4.1.5 Packet Processing

Having sketched how virtual mobility works, we are now in a position to describe in detail what
happens when a virtually-mobile node sends a packet:

1. The packet is intercepted by the WISEBED’s driver stacking framework on the sending
node and forwarded to the node’s PSA.

2. The PSA looks up the sending node’s currently supervising VMI.

3. The PSA forwards the packet to the supervising VMI.

4. The supervising VMI determines all neighbouring sub-spaces affected by the packet trans-
mission (this is done using a rough model that over-estimates packet propagation) and for-
wards a copy of the packet to the asociated VMIs4, together with all relevant transmission
parameters such as the position of the transmitting node and the transmission power used.

5. All the VMIs involved push the packet through their radio models (e.g. as provided by
OMNeT++) ; as a result, they determine the actual, accurate, spatial extent to which the
packet should propagate.

6. All the VMIs consult their VMI-SN tables to determine the set of supervised (but not co-
supervised) nodes that currently lie within this extent and thus the PSAs that are managing
each of these nodes.

7. All the VMIs that supervise receiving nodes forward packets to the PSAs managing those
nodes.

8. The receiving PSAs forward the packet to the respective receiver nodes.

We now exemplify this protocol with specific reference to Figure 3. Note that nodes sn03 and
sn06 are in the interference areas of their respective sub-spaces: sn03 is supervised by VMI 1
and co-supervised by VMI 2; whereas sn06 is supervised by VMI 2 and co-supervised by VMI
1 (the step numbers in the below correspond to those above).

1. Node sn03 sends a packet which is intercepted and transferred to PSA 1

2. PSA 1 consults its VMI-T table to determine sn03’s supervising VMI (i.e. VMI 1).

3. PSA 1 forwards the packet to VMI 1.

4 This requires that neighbour VMIs can communicate with a rather short delay. Alternatively, the PSA could send
packets to all VMIs that might be affected by the upcoming transmission, e.g., send the packets to all neighbours
of the supervising VMI. This information is available at the PSAs’ copy of the VMI-T table. However, processing
such a transmission would require the neighbour VMI to know exactly the transmitting node’s position. This can
be achieved by frequently exchanging node position information between VMIs, in particular about nodes in their
common interference area.
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Figure 3: Example packet flow: sn03 sends to sn04 and sn06

4. VMI 1 forwards the packet to VMI 2, since sn03 is in their common interference area.

5. The propagation of the packet is modelled by both VMIs using their configured propaga-
tion model and taking interference into account.

6. As a result, VMI 1 determines that the packet should be received by sn04 and, in parallel,
VMI 2 determines that the packet should be received by sn06.

7. VMI 1 forwards the packet to PSA 2 (destination: sn04); and VMI 2 forwards the packet
to PSA 2 (destination: sn06)

8. PSA 2 forwards the packets to sn04 and sn06 respectively.

4.2 Discussion of More Complex Cases and Further Extensions

4.2.1 Autonomously Mobile Nodes

In the basic design discussed above, we assumed that virtual mobility was controlled by a mo-
bility model at the VMI or another controlling entity. We now briefly consider the case in which
each node autonomously determines its mobility, meaning that nodes must proactively inform
PSAs / VMIs about their virtual positions.

In this case, each node knows its virtual position and can pass this information to the man-
aging PSA with each packet transmission. The PSA can then directly forward the packet to all
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relevant VMIs, i.e., to the supervising VMI as well as to the neighbour VMIs. Basically, this
uses the alternative direct packet forwarding from the PSA to potentially affected VMIs that was
discussed in step 4 above. Furthermore, we have to ensure that an autonomously mobile node
periodically updates its position via the PSA to its supervising VMI in order to support correct
processing of received transmissions.

4.2.2 Accommodating Physical Mobility

Physical mobility5 can be accommodated by applying a design similar to that discussed in Sec-
tion 4.2.1, in which autonomous nodes (including physically mobile ones) repeatedly report
their positions to PSAs and VMIs. In this case, the reporting process would have to apply a
mapping from physical floor coordinates to the virtual space’s coordinate system. This map-
ping, which would be established statically at the start of the experiment, would correspond to
exactly where in the virtual space the floor space (and thus the limits of the node’s mobility) was
supposed to be located. When a physically-mobile node sends a message, it would be handled
by the usual PSA/VMI machinery and would therefore have exactly the same semantics as the
virtually-mobile case. The same would apply for the case of a physically-mobile node receiv-
ing packets from virtually-mobile nodes. The same would even apply for one physically-mobile
node communicating with another physically-mobile node.

4.2.3 Adaptation of Sub-Spaces

Until now we have assumed a fixed partitioning of the virtual space into sub-spaces. A further
extension is to let the VMIs self-organize and adapt the sizes of their virtual sub-spaces. This
might be useful for automatic load balancing. Before starting the experiment, the initiator would
do the initial definition of the VMIs’ virtual positions. Afterwards, the overlay network and the
respective Voronoi diagram would be adaptive in order to support load balancing. For example,
a VMI might move closer to another VMI in order to cover more nodes. Another criterion
for VMI movement might be to reduce node handovers. Frequent handovers might occur if
a densely-populated area with high node mobility is divided by a sub-space border. In any
case, node movement should not violate the planar graph characteristic. Information about the
virtual positions of the VMIs as well as their number of supervised nodes would be regularly
disseminated throughout the overlay network as in link-state routing protocols.

5 Conclusions and Next Steps

We have presented an architecture for adding virtual mobility to a federated testbed for wireless
sensor networks. Our concept adds virtual mobility by embedding physical, emulated and simu-
lated nodes in a common virtual space in a completely uniform manner. The traffic generated by
nodes is intercepted and redirected to a mobility model (VMI) responsible for managing a virtual
space. Our concept provides unlimited mobility of all types of nodes within the virtual space.

5 This might take the form of attaching a physical sensor node to some sort of robotic device or even to an unmanned
aerial vehicle that could move around a floor or in a 3-dimensional space. Such devices could also host an out-of-band
wireless network that could communicate with the management backbone network used for the rest of the system.
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The proposed distributed concept also allows arbitrary scalability. The next steps are the con-
crete implementation of the virtual mobility design by making use of existing implementations
such as VirtualMesh as a basis for the VMI implementation, and WISEBED’s virtual links.
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